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Total lnformation 

his July marks six months of Engineedndg Infwmarlon's integration with 
Elsevier Science. A great deal has occurred in that time - most of it, 
extrao- positive. It has been a time of expansion and change, with some 

ave expanded into new markets in China, Spafp, and Latin 
P h p i d  W c e s  PubH&ng Group to develop the Computer 

as an hamet iaitiative for the computer and information technology industries; and, 
recent aeqWtion d ES md Ei, we ace ate the PaperChem 
~ w e h o p e t o M o p r h e P a p e r ~ f o r t h e p u l p a n d p a p e r i n d ~  

of its Mstorg, 111 was known as the produoer of the preeminent database of the 
community - COMPBNDEX In 1995, Ei moved the h s  of its acthri 

n out hest  gmwing and most 
ccessful service 0- ever, including Engineering Index and COMPEMDEX. 

we tak to customers, it is clear what they want and what is missing from the Ei 
-journal articles delbed to their deskmps. As a result, in June we announced a 

to provide aceess h m  the Ei Wlage to neacb 600 ES engineering, technologg, and 

&on to our engineering initiatives, we hope to improve El's and ES's compeWve 
in specific key industries. The integration of the ES journals, a "Viiagen navigation 

m, and access to a broad array of littmrm resources will provide industry.spedfic 
and executives with a powerful desktop Ilbrarp, pmsentIy madable on the 

mdcet. Wk ace ate stcMng to support a Parierg of service provider initiatives in ES that are 
rich in mpe, including mch areas as computer indigence, physics o f f i ,  polymers, 
e q ,  and s & u d  engkehg. 

AswebegintoparmerwlthESs%wehavea~uinemofad~t& 

graduate these ideas to products on the Net as well as flunk out those that: will not work 
and move on to o&ec things. 

Our Brst six mmths have been ambitious, he& and ilimed at customers. We M 
urselPes in a race to the desktop and ate challenged to expand our m k t  position L the adaptation of our internet iniWves and b g h  the ineption of the wealth 

of editorial content and eqmke a d l e  at ES. 
h industry p& chatacterized 111 as an "110-~01d startqup companyf' and 

John Reaazzi, ~esident. Engineering Infortnation 



client the University of Tokyo's 
Medical School, 

After studying Japanese 
literature at Serishu University in 
Tokyo, Osanai moved to New York, 
where he was assistant sales 
manager at Zen Orieittal Bookstore 
for four yars, in charge of 
importsng Japanese books and 
magazines, purchasing English 
publications on Japanese affairs, 
and conducting over-the-counter 
sales, 

For the next decade Osanai 
moved up the ranks at USACO 
corporation in Tokyo, becoming the 
assistant manager in charge of 
customer support of two major 
online database services. He joined 
Elsevier in 1993. 

Osanai spends his spare time 
swimming, reading books, playing 
Shagi and GO, the guitar and tennis. 

Taylor was recognized for 
signing up a Unkersity of Florida 
consortrum of five universities (two 
of whkh were ES nay-sayers), 
totalling US $200,000; developing 
accounts from scratch; and helping 

Van Lowngen won for sellng to move Ohiolink ahead. 
eight conbacts, many in The Taylor, who says it seems rike 
Netherlands, and for the approach W s  'sold everything under the 
he took to maintaining8xisting sun," including home-improvement 
relationships. A fervent dinghy products door to door, was raised 
sailor, Van Lotringenrs profeSsional m Tennessee. The son of a minider 
experience started with publishing and the grandson of a union 
travel guides and art book In a organizer, Taylar studied English, 
small company where he was History and Philosophy at Clemson 
assistant publisher, University in South Carolina where 

l After studying business and he pl~yed football. 
1 law at Groningen University in the When not working or doting on 
1 nwth of The Netherlands, he to& a his family, Taylor's interests include 

sales management position wittr ES playing Jeopardy, reading, watching 
1 in 185. He managed some non-Schwamegger-influenced 
1 European markets and the Latin movies, and "reviving the lost art of 
1 American market, eventually conver$a€ion." 
I becoming responsible for key Mere recognition for a job well 

done was only part of the thank- 
you to the three winners. Each 
received US $1,000, a certificate 
and a pocket-sked tool kit in an 
engraved leather case. 

Although three winners 
inaugurated the RSO Account 
Managers of the Year award, next 
year a committee, including at least 

the client about the many aspects one account manager, will choose 
of full-text desktop access. one first-place winner, followed by 

O~anai was honoured for two runners-up. MM 
nabbing an "impossiblecto-sell" p 4 4  " " *fgi 
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ClTE Gets Northern 

I 
ow do you combine the and a new product launch - the 
talents of some of the subject matter of the individual titles 
finest minds from the fell outside of the division's normal 

UK's educational twin towers of science and technology diet. 
Oxford and Cambridge? In the case Still, that didn't stop the teams 
of Elsevier Trends Division (ETD), quickly coming to terms with the 
which has sites in both cities, the requirements for Whip and Tackle 
answer is to bus them all to (Europe's leading magazine on 
Northampton for 'Progress Day.' bondage), Trends in Canned 
Last year's event went over so well Laughter (the cerebral publication ' 
that ETD returned to Northampton on TV comedy shows) or Drag Rag 
in April for its second Progress Day, (a recently launched newsletter 
to learn more about future plans dedicated to cross-dressing) -- all 
and directions across the division, fictional titles. 
and further develop cross-site Copying the BBC's political 
interaction. panel show, Question Time, five of 

Some formal talks occurred, ETD's senior managers gave 
but the bedrock of Progress Day is answers to questions th 
involving individuals in activities 
that promote a better understandin 
of the overall objectives of the tertiary ETD senior product manager 
publishing unit of Elsevier Science. Jeremy Whittingham tested t's hard to imagine that anyone 

The Fantasy Magazine Game contestants' knowledge of some would go to the end of the 
allowed teams of 10 people from a financial aspects of ETD, as well as earth for a conference, to a 
mix of job functions to tackle a 
variety of special project publishin 
scenarios. While the product types quiz shows Family Fortunes and anti-fur campaigners might 
and dilemmas were not unfamiliar The Price is Right. understand that in such northerly 
to ETD staff - a professional 
magazine failing to attract sufficient success that it will now be warmest coats. Several hardy 
advertising revenue, a trends title conducted twice a year. Elsevierians packed their warm 
suffering mid-life subscription 
attrition, an immature newsletter, 

Intelligence 1998 in Anchorage, 
Alaska, which takes place once 
every two years. There, the gurus 
meet to swap algoriihms, wander 
through their neural networks, and 
pursue lots of fuuy logic, 
especially in the evening in the bar. 

We went there to find out what 
makes computational intelligence 
researchers tick. We wanted them 
to look at the demonstration ClTE 
(Computational InTelligencE) model, 
designed for the Web as the First- 

1 Stop-Source for information and 
services in the computational 
intelligence community. 

Being situated by the Elsevier- 
sponsored lnternet room gave us 
good traffic as these people can't 
be separated from their e-mails for 
more than a few hours. I confess, a 
certain amount of bribery did 

m occur: "Yes, the queue is long for 
Discussing an idea for the 'Game Show' at Progress Day are: Simon the computers isn't it? Perhaps 
Pickering, Jeremy Whittingham, Jon B 
Oxford). Also on the organizing comm 
Oxford) and Debbie Sweet and G estionnaire - and of course, you 

JULYIAU~UST 'S8 

can use our terminal afterwards for 
your e-mails!" So we managed to 
talk to quite a few, who, once they 
started talking and asking questions 
were indefatigable - no problem! 

Reactions to ClTE ranged from 
bubbling enthusiasm to healthy 
scepticism. It left us with a feeling 
that we are going in the right 
direction. They could see the time- 
saving value of CITE: a lot of 
information, service and 
connectivity all in one place. They 
also liked the "cleanness" of the 
demonstration Web site. (Henk 
Greuter did a great job in designing 
simple graphics with a hint of fun.) 
These people don't like frills and 
pictures, as we learnt from a 
previous prototype. 

After six days we were released 
from the conference hall with a 
major decision - what to do with 
the DAY OFF??? So, Wilma van 
Wezenbeek, product manager, and I 
decided to take fate into our own 
hands - we hired a car and drove 
off in the direction of some very 
serious mountains. The first few 
minutes were amusing because I 
had never driven an automatic car 
before. Fortunately, Anchorage is 
not a bubbling metropolis (2 cars 
= queue, 3 = rush hour), so quite 
good for novices. 

The weather was kind to us and 
fate took us to a nature trail at. 
Thunderbird Falls. We were 
determined to find a moose. We 
enjoyed the unspoilt forests, valleys 
and best of all, found our very own 
private glacier to play on. Good 
walking shoes ($1 1 from Payless) 
proved perfect for glacial-wear. 
Well, almost -the bruises will heal 
soon. It was a privilege to be alone 
amongst such splendor, if only for a 
day. Despite our efforts we did not 
see a single moose (the evidence 
of their presence was there, but 
they were definitely hiding). We did, 
however, make contact with 
Alaska's national bird -the 
mosquito! I was completely 
prepared for what to do in the event 
of coming face to face with a bear, 
but sadly (?) the only one we met 
was a stuffed one in the hotel foyer. 
I Lindi Belfield, Mathematics 
& Computer Science, Amsterdam 



ES operations in Shannon began from scratch," she recalls. They started directors have come and gone, and a . 
k 8 m in 1976, when the site was chosen as with twelve journals transferred fmm few faces familiar in Amsterdam have 

a focus for publishing ES books and the Biomedical Division (then called had their turn at the wheel in 
journals. The new office was near the BMD). Shannon, including Rein van 

elr&r m now divested Irish Elsevier Printers According to Gemy Gallagher, an Chacldorp from 1993 through 1995. 
Shannon, which printed abstract issue manager who joined ESIL in Frans Visscher briefly took over the 
journals for Excerpta Medica. 1977, it was always intended that ESIL helm and Leeflang, the present m Possesing a busy airport, with would become a production site. In managing director, who as head of the 
frequent Bights to Europe and North keeping with plans, ES soon started former Biomedical Division has 
America, Shannon was an ideal place up a desk editing unit. Gallagher was figured long in ESEs history, took * - 

1 m from which to ship completed working as a proofreader and Elm over the role in 1996. "Prior to that ' 
publications. The financial climate was compositor with a krgamon Press there were Irish general managers, . 

v VlRlQt also favorable, with European company at the time, and had 12 but the shift to Dutch lhanaging : , 

economic aid flowing into the area years typographical industy directors came about to integrate the 
helping stimulate investment in the experience under his belt. His m t s  strategy in Shannon with the larger ES m local economy and tax incentives go deep in the West Coast area, so strategy," Leeflang states. 
which helped amact businesses. when he heard of the creation of Change in Shannon occurs almost , 

Annette Molonq head of ESEs desk editing department, he left regularly. In 1976, there were 25 
k m $IIIPMI Administration, who joined ESIL in his old job (along with a colleague people and 20,000 pages f l o h g  

1976, speculated on one other reason from the same company), moved to through the Shannon site. In 1982 the 
for establishing an ES business in County Clare and became one of Brst computer system for + 

1110 m Shannon: “Otto tec Haar [&airman of ESIL's first desk editors. subscriptions was introduced and the 
ES at the time] loved Ireland. He was %gether with Moloney and offices moved to their current location 1 
attracted to the countryside and the Gallagher, another early ESIL staffer, in the industrial estate at Shannon 
people." In fact, ter Haar bought a Agnes Fiagecald, who joined shortly Airport In the 1980s ESIL published 
home in Iceland after retiring from ES. after Moloney in 1976, agrees that more than 13 journals for sodeties, 

they were all attracted to working more than doubling their number of 

Nlod@8t B e g m  with a new company in the area and pages. In 1987 Shannon ceased to 

m-- count it among their major reasons function as a dispatch center. In 1991 
Moloney remembers her first day for joining ES. the journal total stood at 20 

on the job. The office was in a leased biomedical journals, computerized 
building. It was empty, and the only of Change production was introduced and 
staff were she and an accountant. staffing had grown to 32 employees. 
"There was little furniture and no The threesome have seen a lot of The following year, the company took 

m m. equipment. Rk had to set up an o f i e  changes in their time. Managing over extra warehousing space in 

Ju~~Iknrucr 'B8 l 



ESIL staff lined up in the 
helicopter hangar. 

connection with increasing page flow 
! 

I and its growth to about 50 sta& In 
1995, typesetting operations in 
Shannon were shut down and sta€f 
dwindled from 60 to 45. Shannon's 

I FulBlment 8 Distribution function was 
maved to (kford in 1996, and 

I production was outsourced in 1997, 
twenty years after the site Brst became 
a production site. 

I 0 

Q'OWheI @'-m, - 
But ESIL is on a growth curve 

again after a recent decision to return 
Shannon to its roots as a major 

.J production site. Joumals are being 
transferred at an incredible rate from 
other ES sites, and the Issue 
Management department has 

1 outgrown the current building. Last 
year, the management staff moved 
down the street to space vacated by 
Irish Helicopters, to create space for 
the growing issue management sta& 

I AU the space formerly used for 

i warehousing in the origu~I building 
is crowded with cubicles and desks for 
the issue managers and stacks of I manuscripts threaten to engulf the 

1 I sta& of the issue w e n t  
1 '  staff is also slowly being forced to 

migmte to the Irish Helicopters 
l bdding and stacks of old manuscripts 

I are piled in the hangar where rescue 

The future site of ESIL in the Shannon Enterprise Zone. 

choppers were once housed. If Irish ' I 
Helicopters wins back the contract to 
provide rescue setvices to the 
government, the hangar will once 
again throb with the pulse of rotors 
winding up, so it is only a temporary 
solution. 

I 
According to Leelaang, the I 

activities: publishing about 55 titles of on the staff's dietary needs. 
their own and production processing 

Shannon office will focus on two main Cbvnr nrrrrr v nrma arru mar, Meehan keep an eye 

(issue management) for about 
500,000 pages approximately one- 
third of the ES group page output. 

As recently as March 1997, 
Shannon handled 110 titles with 
131,000 pages. Then in rapid 
succession, Elsevier Edkodal Services 
(Summertown/Oxford) transferred 
116 titles and 210,000 pages, 
Amstedam transfemd 15 titles and - - -. - - - 

15,000 pages and New Mrk 
transferred 1 titleof8,000~agesto 
Shannon. "There are 237 
titles and 382,000 pages fl& 
through here and more transfers are 
coming next month - 16,000 pages 
from the UK and 12,000 pages from 
Amsterdam," said Anne O'Brien, 
deputy operations manager, in an 
interview in April. 

Shannon is well ahead of the 
125,000 pages originally expected at 
this point. It's a breakneck pace and 
Kenneth Buchhola, human resources 
manager, is busy recruiting new staff 
to keep up with the demand. 
"Ireland has a very young, highly 
educated and motivated workforce," 
he says. The Irish government has 
invested a lot of money into 
education over the years, and it has 
paid off in highquality university 

The main ESIL bulIdin~ in the alrwrt business park 

Experienced hands at ESIk Annette Moloney, 
Geny Gallagher and Agnes Fltzgerald. 



offlee looks directly on Shahon ~ibrt - Space is cnowded and little natural 
IIgM reaches the staft like D a m  Ferns, 
in the cumnt office setup. 

graduates. Buchhola has cast his net Pate1 knows the issue manager's 

Kenneth Buchhofh dreams about the day 
when the new building will be finished. 

Cashell and Fitzgibbon agreed referring tothe soelalnahlre ofthe 
over the universities of Limerick, job is a bNstrating one. "There is a that there are some general rules for staff Long admits that many of their 
Cork and Dublin, fishing for recent problem with getting people to accept communicating with authors in their Sports and Sodal Club acthities end 
graduates to 811 issue manager responsibility for something outside job: "Be courteous, don't make empty in the pub, chatting, drinking h d  
positions. Currently, there are about of their control and to not take it promises, draw the line and accept singing until closing time. C o m e  
?7 staff on the payroll in ~hannon, pemonaUy." He maintains an open- 
and more are expected as the page door policy and encourages s& to 
load increases. come to him h assistance with 

responsibility." They agree that it is 
dif6cult to avoid taking criticism from 
authors pewnaUy, but are learnhg 

to locations like Amsterdam and 
Oxford, the staff is small enough to 
get to know each other better, making 

Gabgher sighs when &ng handling a dif6cult editor or author. how to let it go. 
about the current situation, "The work He has also developed some standard 
atmosphere has changed. The communications that the statF can 
pressure has iecreased with the madifgtouseasneededwhen 

The job has its rewards too. 
Cashell laughs when thinking of her 
favorite authors: they come from 

increase in the number of pages and communicating with the scientific 
the workload has increased to cancel community 
out the benefits of automation." 

k. "They're so polite and friendly Wlth all the growth and activity in 
and if there is a problem, they are Shannon, space is at a premium. 
almost apologetic about it although Ground was broken in April for a new 

Lerwaas L m w d  
Mrian 'Word, Ailbhe Cashell 

Growth isn't without its problems3 and Eleanor Fi@bbon recently 
andthechallengesofiecruidn& 
oliaiag and motivating the young staff 
are abundant Buchholtz &m- 
ledges the main that such rapid 
growth has put on the experienced 

1 % m e m a n a g e r s . ~ ~ n i n e  
I issue m~nagers were under a lot of 

p ~ t o d o t h e i r m w o k a n d  
trainothers.Rhavenoopdonbutto 
grow the experience in house and to 
shorten the learnlag m." 

'lb help overcome this problem, 
Sidhu Patel, Shannon's senior 
asPociate publisher and an old ES 
hand, stepped in with a train@ 
prognm for communication skills. He 
bases his mining on a coaching 
model, with feedback among staff, 
sharing of inbrmation and swapping 
experience. "People are afmid to & 
mistakes, so good coaching is needed 
to help them avoid those mistakes," 
he saps. As a well-ned publisher, 
he has a good understanding of the 
author and editor community the 
issue managers must work with, and 
shares his insight with the staff who 
are used to pemiviring these 
academics as their professors, rather 
than as clients. 

discussed m e  ofthe problems new 
issue managers face. 'Mford came 
abodasanissuemanagermanda 
half years ago. Cashell and Etzgibbon 
joined the staff 10 months ago. 

"Youneedtobevergsettaclsured 
when dealing with the authors. They 
ace experts in their field," sags 
W r d ,  who studied I n d d  
Chemistry at university. He is ako 
worried that with so many young 
people at all the same level of 
experience and education, there will 
be few opportunities for pmmodon in 
Shannon. 'Word hopes that ES, 
being a global company, will ofkr 
opportunities for transfer to other ES 
locations. 

Cashell that it isn't an easy 
job, even with a technical 
communication diploma enhandng 
her degree in geography and English. 
She 6nds the greatest difficulty lies in 
not having the control or authority to 
appease a sometimes angry author 
because much of the process is 
oumufced. "You have to accept 
responsibility for a problem that you 
may have no control over because you 
are Elsevier in the author's eyes." 

it's not their Mt."  And old hands like oBce building. 'W looked around at 
Gecry Galhgher 5nd the work ezisting buildings but they would have 
environment, "very vibrant because of needed extensive rebuilding and we'd 
the inflow of young staf£" still get a second-hand building," said 

Taking Care of the 
llmsea 

"We have a lot of young people 
who are on their own or in twoareer 
families," says Leeflang with a hint of 
paternal pride. "So we keep a canteen 
in house where they can get a hot 
meal every day" In the morning, staff 
queue up to put their orders in with 
cooks Marg Meehan and Kevin 
O'Mara, who &h out the day's h e  
and a smile in the tiny cakteria. 

There is also an acdve social 
program through the Sports and 
Social Club. Una Long, of Log-in, is 
currently chairperson of the 50- 
member club. Staff can put in 
suggestions for activities and there are 
lots of regular events held. "In 
February we go to a play or bowling 
then out for a meal and drinks. In May 
we might do pitch and putt or a pub 
and poal night," she says. They also 
hold an annual summer sports day, 
which has a strong emphasis on team 
building activities and fun. 

"Don't forget to mention the 
couleur locale," says Leeilang, 

Buchholtz. So the decision was made 
to build new premises in the 
Enterprise Zone's new business park, 
a bit further from the akport. 

Buchhola says the plan for the' 
new building will be based on the ES 
premises in Kidlington, with opm 
plan architecture ind ample meeting 
mms. The space allotted to ESIL is 
designed to accommodate 110 
employees. 

Construction should be finished 
in November and the move will follow 
shortly thereafter. Staff are looking 
forward to the move to airier, lighter, 
larger spaces, but there is some 
uncertainty about travel arrangements 
to the new location. Public 
transportation in that part of the 
country is sparse and there is no bus 
stop yet at the new business park, 
never mind an airport. One thing is 
for or, the helicopters will no 
longer be whirring outside the 
windows of Karel Leeflang's office and 
the rabbit warren spaces will be gladly 
left behind. 

Icimberly M. Beckwith, 
Corporate Communicatim, 



The , T T )  costs 
E -mail, no matter where you aip, and Ryoji Fukada, who was provides any guest unlimited Intemn 

are, enables you to hospitalized for two weeks, kept us up acms and e-mails as cheap as a 
communicate with people to date via e-mail from his hospital lunch: Yen 1,000 ($8.00) tpr the Brst 

around the wodd. Sometimes, , bed, caUing email a "lifeline." threedaysandYen1,600for7days. 
however, it comes at a price. Now for the story of the price we The hotel allows guests to use an 

With software like Groupwise, we can pay, unwittinh for this Wine. analogue telephone line, with W11 
can remote4y reply to colleagues in In March, my colleagues and I connectors ( n o d  Ustype of 
Amsterdam or Oxbrd, or even firolra were staying at a hotel in Amsterdam telephone connectors) ineach room 
home. With business travel, for the G W  Sles meeting. As goon without any extra costs. You supply 
"Groupwise Remote" is the kind of as we arrived on Saturda~ we plugged your own laptop, riming Windows 
technology we like to have on our in our modems and dialed the mad 95 and Internet Explore or NetScape 
desks, except that compum hardly server in Japan. Although it was our with a modem. [Editor's Note By 
sit on the desktop, but follow us first international &in, it went web contrast, the Hotel O h  in 
whema we go, Hisao Ogura used as if we were doing it from our homes Amsterdam &rs Internet acces in 
the analogue line of a public phone in Japan. eacbmatacostof25guilderspa 
6nnn Narira Airport to send us a We paid no attention to the half hour. Using the EdX line for your 

The author at his computer. - message bebre he left for a business phone W because each call would laptop would cost 5 and 7 - 
only take two to three minutes. W guildem to log in to the United States 

A from Okura Amsterdam, acconfiog to 
incoming e - d ,  and ewn RaS1 dswn a hotel spa-.] 
a price quoration for ScienceDW & ) ~ w a ~  with the M W  
with the Brst Japanese customer via e- phone bid ignored for the moment, 
mail. Good! Rk were very excited. wecominuedtosendatld~e~eke- 

It was quite a rude surprise, then, mail through an analogue connection 
when we found out early PCWnesday in the AmJterdam offlces until the last 
moming,afterwehadakadymade ~ofmeetQs,thankstoBevedy 
four to fhe calls a day that the rate Hohein. [Editor's Note: Check witb 
from the Amsterdam hotelwas your Help Desk if you're plannhig to 

I 
~~ high. Hisao alerted us 
to the cm. He had awakened early 
hjetlaginhisAmte&mhotel 
room, and, after failing several times 
to login to ES Japan, decided to asit 
the concierge for the phone rate. 

W h a d ~ i t t o c o s t t h r e e  
to four Dutch guilders per minute. 
Our guidebook said the hotel wwld 
charge an additional 30.40% on top of 
the normal rate for International calls. 1 Wwereshockedto8ndthatwewere 
charged up to 15 guilders per minute1 
Pour dap had passed since 
t h e ~ t d W e h a d l ~ i n  
bemen 40 and 50 times, 
approximately 70 minutes on line. We 
had to give up the hotel connection. 

It's a pity hotels in Amsterdam m 
not well geared for &bal 
communication. When Ryoji was 

A Pssiting Hong Kong last year* be found 
h every room had an e - d  account, 

odthemomnumberanathee4 
number. Hotel O h  in lbkpo 

visit another  er &ce offile. 
~ c o u l d p r o o M e y o u w i t h ~  
to fill out so a temporary Groupwik 
connection is set up for you in the 
o h  you are visiting.] On the one 
hand, we agreed that there was much' 
beneflt and less worry about piles of 
e-mailstogetthroughthenextweek. 
But on the other hand, there remains 
the visible cost which we must pay 
and still think unbelievable. 

Sonomafterhowcomnkntthe 
technologg, do not depend on it too 
much because the costs can be 
surprising! The bill had higher 
"telephonen charges than those for 
Cokes from the mini bars. Each of us 
was charged aimost 300 Dutch 
guilders for the phone. W hope that 
the hotel will kindly reduce the rate 
somedayoratkastthatthebillwlll 
be generously PPated as work 
fq!enses. 

Shuji Unqpchi, RSO-Japan 



Introducing Enginee~ 
n 2 February, Elsevier Science announced the acquisition of 
the publishing and information service assets of Engineering - Information, Inc. (Ei), which has been serving the engineering 

, community for more than 100 years by idenming and organizing 
information about published engineering literature. The company is 
headed by Dr. John Regazzi, president and CEO. 

Ei's main asset, and the basis of its four product lines, is the 

I) F world's most comprehensive database of abstracts and citations to the 

y F engineering literature, Engineering Indeflompendex. Engineering 
a . Indeflompendex leads all other similar technical secondary databases 

5 in the coverage of topics in, and related to, engineering, e.g., Chemical . A Abstracts for chemical engineering, ICONDA for civil engineering, and 
INSPEC for electronics and computers. The exception is pure physics, 
where INSPEC is the leader. 

Ei's database is available to users in a variety of formats: 
Engineering Index (print format); Compendex (online or on CD-ROM via 
third-party vendors such as DIALOG, Silverplatter and Ovid); 
Compendex Web (via the WWW); and for the past three years through 
Ei Village, a virtual community for engineers on the Web. Parts of the 
database are also sold as wholesale data to other publishers to include 
in their own products. 

The Ei Village, launched three years ago, is highly praised by 
engineers, librarians, and the information industry press for its unique 
blend of technical and technicaVbusiness information, databases 
(Compendex Web as well as links to nearly 150 others), and other 
services to "residents." The heart of the service is the compilation and 
organization, into a single site on the Web, of the best resources found 
on the lntemet for the engineer and librarian. Included in Ei Village's 
offerings are links to 16,000 Websites -- sorted, described, organized 
and monitored -- which have been selected for their reliability and 
relevance to the engineering community. 

Other features include a technical alerting service, a current 
awareness service, discussion forums, and a community of senior 

Engineering IndeWCompendex: 

TRe database oavers more fhan 6,000 journals and confemnoe 
proceedings each year, r ep resmg neatly 6,000 issues and 
approximtdy 500,080 individual articlers or papers. 
Ei cm@s full inckexlng clsificadans plus abstracts for 
approx4mately 60 percent of the articles, or about 300,000 
articles per year. 
Hlr the remainder, a 'catalog" citation is cfeated and added l,o 
the databae 

7 I 

resident engineers and technical librarians who can be called upon to 
assist with specific engineering problems or information needs. Ei 
Village was honored with the HotShot Product of the Year award for 
1996 in the Sciencel'echnology category, presented by the lnformation 
Industry Association and Online Access, recognizing the best and most 
innovative online and lnternet products and services. 

The Ei Village is now used in over 35 countries by over 350 
organizations (many with multiple site locations), with more than 
400,000 engineers having access to the service. In the last year, Ei 
Village has introduced three foreign language editions: German, 
Spanish, and just last month, Chinese; there are also 10 mirror sites or 
national programs around the world in countries such as Singapore, 
China, Germany, United Kingdom, and Korea. The company hopes to 
launch a Japanese edition of the Village early in 1999. 

Engineering Information was founded in 1884 as a part of the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, making it the oldest 
indexing and abstracting organization in the world. Ei operated for 50 
years as a division of the society and in 1934 became a separate, 
nonprofn organization. In 1994, the company was divided into a 
nonprofit arm, the Engineering lnformation Foundation, which awards 
grants to promote research in engineering information, and the for- 
profit database and publishing arm, Engineering Information, Inc., 
whose assets have now been acquired by Elsevier Science. 

Regazzi joined Ei in 1988 and has led the company through a 
period of growth and change in focus, primarily away from an . 
emphasis on print product towards electronic delivery. Ten years ago, 
according to Regani, 70% of revenues were derived from print 
product, while today only 7.5% of revenues are from print. Explosive 
growth of nearly 40% during the past three years is mainly attributable 
to the Web-based products. The product line has broadened 
considerably during the last decade, from four titles to more than 200 
different products. The line has also expanded in terms of delivery 
formats, from print and online to CD-ROM and the Web. 

Regazzi is well-suited to overseeing the evolution of the company. 
He has extensive expertise in the online publishing industry, having 
held the position of vice president with H.W. Wilson for 10 years prior 
to joining Ei. He holds a master's degree in lnformation Sciences, and 
an interdisciplinary Ph.D. degree in Computer Science, Business, 
lnformation Studies, and Journalism, from Rutgers University in New 
Jersey. 

Change has also come to the company's structure. In 1988, the 
company employed some 150 people in a vertically oriented structure. 
Most functions involved in creating and maintaining the database -- 
the writing of abstracts, keying, composition and the like -- were done 
in-house. Today, many of those functions have been outsourced, the 



organization is much 'flatter* "residents," will be contacted by telemarketing and offered a free trial, 
and the focus is on to be followed up by a field sales &it. 
maintaining and expanding For Elsevier Science, there is the advantage of a readily useable 
the scope of product channel for distribution of Its full-text journal conrent to the 
offerings and services as well engineering matW. Further, the acquisition of Ei will broaden 
as on more effective coverage by Elsevier-owned bibliographic databases beyond the 

biological and earth sciences (i.e., EMBASE, Biobase and Geobase). 
The Compendex database, and subsets of it, can be used in a variety 

numbrs about 42 of publishing projects. Ei and ES are just beginning to explore these 
emplayees, the majority opportunities, which can include current awareness services, SDI 
hated in attractive offices on (selective delivery of information) services and others. 
the campus of Stevens 
Institute of Technology in 
Hoboken, New Jersey, just F - ' @ m m J m s  
across the Hudson River from Regani outlines several projects which are already in progress 
Manhidtan. The relationship for cooperation between ES and Ei. First, a Computer and Information 
wit11 Stevens is an Technology "Village" will make its appearance later this year, 
advantageous one for both patterned on the Ei Village and using a subset of Compendex and full 

p w s .  In Bddidon to space to house thelr offices, Ei gains access to text from ES journals in the Mathematics and Computer Science 1 engtneering faculty and occas~onal part-time, high-quality student publishing group headed by Eefke Smit. This initiative will be aimed at 
workers. Wvens gains informalon services fmm Ei in return. Other professionals in the computer and information techndogy industry, 
El sales d c e s  are located In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Burlingame, but also at the academic audience in these disciplines. This Village 
California and London, England. will also incorporate the "consult-an-expert" feature which has been 

so successful in the Ei Village. ES and Ei will seek to identify partners 
in the computer science field (societies such as the IEEE or ACM) 
who might like to join this initiative with their content. 

4 
The acquisition by Elsevier Science will provide Ei with a greater 

global presence. As successful as Ei has been in creating and 
maintaining a recognizable brand for the librarian, researcher and 
engineer, Regani relates that it has been a goal to enhance Ei's global 
reach. Currently, approximately 60% of the users of Ei's services are 
located in North America, 25% in Europe, and 15% in the rest of the 
worla. To bring the balance closer to 50% North America and 50% 
elsewhere, Ei has already begun projects in Spain and China, among 
others, to extend versions of the Ei Village to those countries. 

Market research has shown that the one enhancement to the Ei 
Village most desipd by users is a direct link from the citation and 
abstract in the database to the full text of the article. Immediate 
access to full text from Elsevier's 600-plus engineering and 
technology journals, which represent about 25% of the materials 
abstracted in Compendex, will offer Ei Village residents the 
functionality they have asked for. This is the basis, for Ei, of the 
"marriage" between Elsevier and Ei. Full-text access will be a major 
asset to another initiative launched in February of this year, in which 
Ei is targeting subscription sales of the Ei Village to mid-size 
engineering companies without libraries, which naturally have a high 
interest in linking to the full text of articles retrieved in searches. 
These customers, currently making up less than 5% of Village 

An obvious area for cooperation, mentioned above, is the linking 
of full text in the ScienceDirect service to the Ei Village. The two 
companies are currently working on the technical infrastructure to 
make this possible. In addition, a portion of Compendex will be added 
to the bibliographic layer integral to ScienceDirect, broadening its 
coverage beyond the life sciences. 

Other plans include linking selected full-text articles from 
ScienceDirect to the Ei Village monthly "featured article" program, 
which posts and allows subscribers to view and download full-text 
articles selected by Ei editors for a limited time period. This would 
give Village subscribers a small taste of ScienceDirect for later follow- 
up by sales representatives. 

More fundamental areas are also ripe for cooperation between the 
companies: coordinating sales efforts between ES' Regional Sales 
Offices and Ei's sales team, merging data centers, integrating 
accounting services and Year 2000 Compliancy programs. 

For more information about Engineering Information and its 
products, visit the Website at Mtp://www.ei.org 

1 
Judy Waislogel, Corporate Marketing, NY 
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Pbt Sabosik: 
Coaching Success from 

ScienceDirect 
I t was a typidy gray, late spring day in Amsterdam 

when I Bnallg caught up with Pat SabosIk, general 
manager for ScienceDlrect. W'd been doing a 

mmdandc scheduung ballet for months, practically since S- 
she h t  arrived at M e r  Science in August 1997. First, we 
were to meet in Amsterdam, then in her offlce in New York. 
Her schedule changed. My schedule cbmged, Hem changed 
again and so on. She's a busy woman and has had her 
hands full, setting  an a winning course at ES. 

I'd seen her running the Overmolen and 
Molenwerf buildings earlier In the week, wbete she was 
attending the Glabal IWteting Meeting. My h t  
i m p s b n  of her W a bhr  of motion against the gray 
setting. She reminded me of a womeb's basketball mac%, 
brisk, &dent, and in constant moflon. But once we at 
down and @acted talklug, a mter of stillness emqed.  

Pat admits, "I think people perceive me as tough. My 
recent experience at America Onllne-haviag the strength 
and fort&& to stay focused on product plans, customers, 
and sales when yowr market is in hyper growth-wa good 
preparation for the ScienceDirea job. Beeping the 
SdeRceDW team Eocused on the vision, on the goid of 
building a publlshtng plarform Eor ES, while m u t i n g  day- 
today operations takes the same kind of vision and 
fortitude." 

Thrtt fortitude and pngmztlsm was exhibited a few 
m o n h  ago when S d e m L h a  was pared away from the Piit Sab~Sjk, genbmi IRBn8&3f for WenceDImct. 

I service provider ehrts to stand oh its own and to continue 
building the horkontal platfr,m Pat admits it was not an SdenceDirect's plans. 'Tk a p e d  to pmtide Links betweeli 
easp declsfon for her or the GMT to make. " S c i e n ~  ScienceDirect, as the article warehouse, and the service 
could not continue on its current development path and providers so that they would have access to the full text of 

I build out to the requkments of the service providers at the E5 j o u d s .  W also agreed to build W or gateways 
same time we were completing the horlzontaJ platform," between ScienceDM and other Elsevier properties and 
she sap. She estimates that the service provider we haw a working gateway today between MDL and 
requirements would be mostly met within another year to SdenceDirea and Ei ViUage and ScienceDirect that was 
18 months. "The sentice providers, however, have business released into production in May." 
needs today that require them to be in the market with The WenceDiict team has been hard at work since 
service okdngs in order to be competitive with a whale Pat's arrival in August. For a while, rumors had it that the 

I range of web-based services that are popping up." The d6dc would run out before the team had a chance to score. 
result: SdenceDirect was pared down to its core mission There were worries about an insufficient number of titles in I a n d i n t h e m d e t h e a ~ i ~ n o f B i o H e & e t a n d  SGML coming into the Electronic Ruehouse and the knock- 

1 ChemWb occumd in order to provide a platform for on effects it would have on ScienceDirect. That is no longer 
building the ES service pmviders. a worry since ScienceDirect made the decision in 

The play already seems to be paying o$ in points September to load PreCAP (scanned pages) into the articles 
scored. The day before I met with Pat, I was handed a database. Pat assured me that the ScienceDirect content 
photocopy of a check SdenceDitect's h paid plan is ~ n d n g  on schedule. "By June we will have all 
subscription. It came h m  Wering-Plough, a hues  from 1997 loaded plus 1998: year-todate. V& will 
pharmaceutical companx and was shortly followed bp a begin adding 1996 titles to ScienceDirecr in July so that by 

I second paid subscription, Erom the Ganadiaa Institute for the end of 1998 we wiU have three volume years of journal 
I scientrec and %chnid Information. artides - and a biblimphic layer ofEWer and non- 



delivered through cable or satellite to either a P(3 or a TV In 
the work enoirolunent, broadband technology will enable 
us to deliver real time or video lectures and presentadorn, 
or large datasets, ef6.ciently through an Inmet. These 

9W- 

Beckwith, Corporate ConunM1catbm, 

f h t  urges readers to visit ScienceDirect and 
return comments to the ScienceDirect team. She 
stresses that the log-in process is simple. Go to 
www.sciencedirect.com and click on "group log 
in. " Then use the screen prompts to view the 
information you want. 

Once WencelXwt 



After crossing Turkey during the height of PKK attacks on foreign tourists, Rocco 

van den Berg, a junior product manager for Chemistry in Amsterdam, and his wife, 
Lara, had not seen a single sight they hoped to see. Yet, what they had seen will 

remain with them forever. In spite of hearing stories of soldiers and tourists being 

pulled off buses and shot by the P& the couple climbed aboard a bus bound for 

Dogubayazit, near the border of Iran. 

S 
Part m: Night Clrase 

kr "The bus was crowded. There 
r 

were a few men aboard, but it was 
mostly full of goats and women," van 
den Berg recalls. 'We had been 
hearing the radio warnings and 
rumou~s about buses being stopped 
and people being killed. It was pretty 
tense." The bus was stopped several 
times while underway and was 
surrounded by mnks and soldiers. The 
van den Beqp didn't know whether 
the soldiers were from the PICK or 
lhkish Army and were Mghtened to 
have their passports examined. The 
first time it happened, some men 
were taken off the bus. Van den Berg 
reports that he didn't see or hear the 
men being shot, but feared the worst. 

The bus was travelling through 
poor counay, driving through narrow 
mountain passes on the border 
between Turkey and Russia. Van den 
Berg recalls seeing PKK snipers and 
Russian soldiers on their respective 
sides of the mountains. RI avoid 
becoming an easy target for snipers 
from either side, the passengers 
pulled the curtains shut in the bus. 
Van den Berg and his wife rode hours, 
crouched down below window level, 
fearing the worst. Would they end up 
victims of snipers from the passes, or 
would they be pulled off the bus the 
next time it was stopped by soldiers? 
In spite of his usual disregard for 
danger, van den Berg was worried. He 
Bnally heeded Lara's pleas and they 
decided to head back west to 
civilization. 

The couple got off the bus at the 
next village with transport 
connections heading west. 
Discovering they had to wait another 
full day for a bus and feeling that they 
were in the heart of a war zone, they 
decided to go west as quickly as 

possible. A family picked them up as 
they were walhlng westward and took 
them to their home. They gave them 
some food and tea and drove them 
further along their westward path. 
"The people were always nice. They 
always mated us wonderfully 
Whenever we would get picked up, 
they would take us home to eat or 
show us around their village. If they 
offer you a meal and you don't accept, 
it is almost an insult to them," van 
den Berg stresses. 

After the family dropped them off, 
the van den Bergs walked along until 
it began to get dark. They were hoping 
to h d  a village where they could get 
some food and a hotel, but hadn't had 
any luck thus far. After a while a 
vegetable truck pulled up with two 
drivers in it. The drivers offered the 
tired travellers a ride to the next city, 
which they g r a w  accepted. They 
threw their packs into the tomato. 
Med back and climbed in the cab with 
the drivers. The drivers pulled away 
quickly and tore off down the road. 
After a while, van den Berg asked the 
drivers If they would stop in the next 
town so they could get some dinner. 
The drivers refused. Van den Berg then 
offered to buy the drivers dinner as 
well, yet they still refused. Finally, he 
asked the drivers to just drop them off 
in the village and they would get 
another ride after they had eaten. Still, 
the drivers refused to stop. 

After a lot of urging, the drivers 
finally agreed to stop. They ordered 
some food and tea in the village's 
nearly-empty marketplace but the 
drivers seemed exmmely nervous. 
"Suddenly a lot of men came out and 
began to sit around us. The drivers 
told us we should leave to avoid 
trouble. They decided to escort us to 
a hotel. We got a m m  and dropped 
off our luggage and went back to get 

some more food. They were still 
extremely nervous." Suddenly, the 
drivers told them to leave - to run 
back to the hotel, go straight to their 
m m  and not open the door for 
anyone - the drivers had some 
business to do in the town. The van 
den Bergs were worried. 

After a while, van den Berg heard 
a knock on the door. He asked who it 
was and the voice told him that the 
drivers had sent him to get them and 
they had better come with him 
quickly It sounded reasonable 
enough, so the couple grabbed their 
bags and followed the man, who 
motioned them to a white mini bus. 
Just as they were about to get in the 
bus, the drivers appeared and told 
them not to. Trusting the drivers who 
hadn't led them astray so far, the van 
den Bergs followed them back to the 
restaurant. One of the drivers went to 
start the truck and instructed them 
that if he whistled, they had to hurrg 
up and get in the truck. Van den Berg 
didn't know what wis happening, 
only that the situation was very tense. 

Soon, they heard a whistle and 
they ran to the truck, throwing their 
packs into the back atop the tomatoes. 
They jumped into the cab with the two 
men who roared out of town. Van den 
Berg said, "They drove like aazg, down 
narrow paths with no lights, through 
thick woods, at around 120 kmph. We 
didn't know what was happening. I 
kept asking them to slow down, but 
they wouldn't. Then I saw that there 
were five mini buses chasing us!" 

Through van den Berg's 
insistence, they had stopped at a PICK 
controlled village and the drivers were 
not PMC Plus, there had apparently 
been some fighting between the 
drivers' clan and the clan in the mini 
buses. Van den Berg recalls feeling 
terrible. It was his fault they stopped 



in the village in the Brst place. They holding onto his wife for dear life. axes and, yes, with guns. They 
couldn't refuse, owing to their sense Lara was sobbing and yelling, stormed at the truck, haclnng at it 
of hospitality and van den Berg's frightened and in pain at being used with their axes, breaking the wind 
persistence. as a human tug of war. with the chains. The couple were 

Suddenly, two of the mini buses Somehow, the couple and the t d e d  by the violence. Van den Berg 
broke &from the pack, sped around drivers made it back into the truck now recalls feeling guilt mixed with 
the truck and forced it to stop. A and took off again. Van den Berg and incredible kac "This was all 
number of men got out of the vans Lara were desperate. The vans were happening because I insisted they 
and started shouting at the truck still in hot pursuit. The road was stop in the village to eat. The drivers 
drhws. The drivers got out and terrible, rutted and twisting through were trying to protect us. The 
shouted back. Van den Berg couldn't the dark woods. The couple windows were being broken around 
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Day, b 

N either man nor woman can live by nine-to-five jobs alone. As we all 
know, it is often a person's d e d  "second" job that feeds the soul. 
'Pm such Elsevier Science employees have come to the attention of the 

magazine for artistic accomplishments this spring: G M  Werner, a writer whose 
fiction has been published in a European multi-lingual literary magazine; and 
Wonter 'hlkr, a musician who produced a friend's CD on a Dutch classical 
music label. 1- 

"I've been making up stories since the Year Dot," says Gini, who was born 
Dutch in Djakarta, grew up in New Zealand, and moved to Amsterdam "as a 
birthday present" to herself in 1980. Her short story "Melanie in Moonlight" was 
published in the inaugural edition of Bmssels-based Euterpe in May 

Gini was the editor of tiS Ubld for 10 years. To devote more time to writing 
fiction, she now works part-time in the Log-In department in Amsterdam. 

%n years of meeting my own deadlines was damn good practice for real 
writing," says Gini, also a former actress. Gi usually spends Wdnesdays writing 
and Fridays revising, unless sunny weather beckons, in which case she can be 
seen motoring around Amsterdam on MS Honey, her Honda Rebel (450 cc's, to 
be exact). 

She also credits her writer's group, which meets every fortnight, with 
instilling discipline and helping her to hone her craft. 

"It's gteat to get together with other writers and talk about technical s m "  
Gini says. 'You can't ask for criticism from lovers and friends and My. Their job 
is to encourage you. For technical feedback, for the stufF you can work with, you 
need fellow writers." 

Although Gini is gratified that Euterpe has published her story, seeing her 
name in print is not new She experienced early artistic success in New Zealand, 
where some poetry and short stories were published, and her plays - kids' 
shows and a satirical revue -were performed. She also wrote articles for an 
English-language paper when she b t  moved to Amsterdam. 

Since 1980, Gini has penned one novella, two "discarded" screenplays, 
"umpteen" short stories and a full-length novel, Revealing Pbllippa, currently 
making the rounds of publishing houses. 

- 
Wouter Tukke,, ,,,,,,S ..,.,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,. 

Wouter, a desk editor in the Elsevier Science Paris office, likens his job of 
producing a CD to that of "a spider in his web." Initially, the Dutchman was 
invited by the CD's composer/conductor, Hans Riphagen, to be a vocalist on 
Xrysostomos, which arrived at music stores in May But hi role soon expanded. 

Wouter convinced Emergo Classics in Amsterdam to publish the CD. He 
maintained contact with all the people - such as the sound engineer and the 
recording director - responsible for getting the CD made. He also composed 
the ensemble: 16 singers, a brass quintet, a string quintet and an organist. 

Besides producing, which included location-hunting for acoustically 
appropriate churches in which to record, and beiig a member of the vocal - 
ensemble, Wouter also sang the baritone solo in a piece that Nphagen dedicated 
to him. He and Riphagen became Edst friends at the conservatory in Den Haag, 
where they were both studying music. 

Wouter describes the CD as a combition of new, but not "experimental" 
music, and old standards. A significant portion of the CD is inspired by Eastem 
Orthodox church music from the early Middle Ages. One piece draws on the 
atmosphere of a traditional Russian peasant wedding. Another is a serenade, 
played by the brass quintet, that Riphagen wrote for his girlfriend. 

Although music is his first love, Wouter's main educational and professional 
background is science. He studied theoretical physics in Groningen and worked 
briefly as a Ph.D studenthtsearch assistant in quantum optics in Leiden, where 
he was born. He began his ES employment in 1992, b t  as a freelancer, then as a 
full-time desk editor in Amsterdam in the Physics & Materials Science 
department. 

At the beginning of 1997, Wouter relished the chance to move to the Paris 
office, throwing himself into the whims of the French language and habits, and 
"the intinite number of ways to spend one's free time in a very challenging town 
that never sleeps." 

It's no great mystery what he does after work. "One hundred percent of my 
free time is makmg music," enthuses Wouter, who is the organist for a Protestant 
church near the Bastille. Mary Martens, Corporate Communications, 
Amsterdam 

Gini Wemer takes MS Honey for spin. 



Business life, W seems, Ss Y 

~ecoming increasingly dominated C 
)y accountants, bean counters, 
:ontrollers - whatever you like 10 
:all them. The Net has, an ansmn 
or everything, of course, @v%?' .; 

rccountants: 
I 

; *l# 

Wbat is an accountant? 
Someone who solves a 

lroblem you didn't know you IR: 

I way you don't understand. I 
financial controller, has has oovet as 
senior vice president of F i c e  and 
Corporate Development and chief 
financial officer from John J. Hanlon, 
who has resigned. 

Rougeau joined MDL in March 
1997, following 14 years at 'ITN! a 
large automotive, space and defense 
company, where, as vice president of 
Operations, she was responsible for a 
software development organization of 
300 people, developing commercial 
systems for clients in the U.S. and 
Europe. Rougeau holds a hfasters of 
Science degree in computer science 
from V i  Polytechnic and a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in 
mathematics from the University of 
Maryland. 

MDL is looking forward with an 
aggressive product development 
schedule. 

"Our relationships with F3 and 
Beilstein ofkr new opportunities to 
explore. These new sources of dam, 
resources and expertise have 
positioned MDL to develop and 
deliver an even broader range of 
solutions," noted Rougeau. MDL has 
already begun developing ways to W 
their application software to Elsevier 
hbrmation products to make it easier 
for the research scientist to access a 
wider range of W m t i o n  relevant to 
their WO&. Kara Andrews, 
director, Strategic Marketing, MDL 

Due to the retirement of Paul 
Vlek, executive director of Reed 
Jkvier plc, Heman Spruijt will leave 
%evier Sclence to assume Mek's 
portfolio responsibilities for ES, 
F,Isevier Business Morrnation and 
Elsevier 'hition. 

Derk Haank will become ES's new 
chief executive officerJ leaving W e r  
Business Information where he has 
send since 1991. Prans Visscher will 
trade in his role as group director for 
PublMng at ES for the leading role of 
chief executive at Elsevier Business 
Information. 

The appointments of Haank and 
Visscher are subject to advice h m  the 

omeone whu arrives after th 
IULLIQ and bayonets the wounded. C 

It's a veritable army of 
hat has been set loose by the U. 
lovernment on that poor wind- 
leaner, Bill Gates. Let us not 
iowever, for the eagle eyes of the 

3cused on us STM publishers 
'uropean Union have already 

ather, the ~merson Electric Chair. 
his is an examplg of l #w@Iql' 
ndowed chair, where 
n this cab6 Emelsson 
l a ~ ~ s u m  to have a 
fter them. So too we firtcj &@'~I&D. 

I 
'rofessor of Learning Rktm:h Bt 
In; the Yaho61 Founder Professor 
t Stanford or the Taco Bell 
listinguished Professor of Hotel 
nd Restaurant Administration at 
rlashington State (he is an authorily 
n the Bacon Cheeseburger 
urrito). 

loratio 

works councils and will commence 1 
July 1998. BB 

No stranger to adapting to 
change, MDL Information SptemsJ 
Inc. has undergone another major 
step in its evolution with recent 
changes in its top management. 

"Ouf new management team 
includes a critical blend of experience 
and skills across all functions - 
resea& and development, hance, 
sales and service - to make the 
exploration of the many opportunities 
now open to us s u d , "  said 
Patrida h Rougeau, MDL's new 
president and chief executive ofllcer. 

E k t i ~  30 J~ne,  Rougeau, 
formerly senior vice president of 
product development, became 
president, replacing Thomag D. Jones. 
Steven Goldby has retired as chief 
executive o k  and will become 
n o n e  chairman. John 
Priestleg, formerly senior vice 
president of Sales and hMwhg, has 
been promoted to executive vice 
president and Rudy Potemone, 
formerly vice president, Chemistry 
and ~ a t a b a s e - ~ ~ i m ~ ~ ~ ,  is now 
senior vice president of Product 
Development. Carmel Drudy, formerly Pat Rougeau 

J u l r / A u a ~ ~ ~  '98 
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New York Mice, and Juanita Jones from a Kldlington 
New Hires: EEll-Computer Service: New Hires: 
Terti McHugh and ~enerl snarp, Mlchelle Francis, ~ccounts 
account managers in RSO/Sales, 
Sara Black, technical writer in R&O King, associate director, 
Environmental Sciences, Emil Frith, Amerlcas 
user services administrator in the New Hire: Green, production co-ordinator, production co-ordinator, Elsevi 
Data Center-User Services, Trinh Thai, junior custamer service Elsevier Trends Division-Cambridge, Trends Division. 
Monique Philllps, marketing representative in RSO/Customer 
coordinator in Direct Mail, Rachelle Service. 
Diangelo, marketing services 
coordinator in EEll-Marketing, Luke Leaver: 
LeBaron, business analyst with Egils F..Obstelns. 
BioMedNet, and Pam Albanese, 
assistant production editor with 
BioMedNet. M Department, Adam Burge, help 

Pumpe desk support analyst, IT Department, 
Transitions: New Hire: Richard Caller, electronic product 
Gina Leguia, editorial coordinator, Yamna Lachkar, credii controller, analystlprogrammer, IT Department, 
Economics, Business & Credit ControVRSO, Andrew Padfield and Morag 
Management, Kristen Burch, Slmcoates, temporary issue 
assistant product manager, SPD, administrators, Issue Management, 
Oerard J. Stoia, FDC Reports, and Springhouse and Rachel Aldridge, junior 
Anton Le Mair, SPD-Product New Hires: secretary, Excerpta Medica. 
ManagementIAmsterdam. Lisa Mleer, senior customer 

service representative in Book Transitions: 
Fulfilment, Alicia DiDomenlco, Mack James, PC support 

Mlchelle M. Goode-Welsh in assistant marketing manager, Book analystltrainer, IT Department, 
Environmental Sciences, Stephen Marketing. Theresa Steltzer, Simon Richert, editorial assistant, 
Atanasoff and Beth Schachter managing editor, Nursing Earth Sciences, Sharon Ward, 
from BioMedNet, Susan Mandel in Management, Bonnie Brown, nurse editorial assistant, Tetrahedron 
Clinical Medicine, Joseph G. manager, Nursing Management, Publications, Rachel Saunders, 

Issue Management, Mark Neufeld Gulick, webmaster, Technology 
in Login, Philip Follety in Direct Development. Leavers: 
Mail, Angela Stone in Human Liz McDonnell, process manager, 
Resources, James M. Snyder from Translions: Process Management, Mary Clark 
IT Development Group, Natina Otto Mezel, production manager, Maxwell, Group Database 
Berry from EEll-Sales Manufacturing, Wendy lathrope, administrator, IT Department, 
Administration & Customers, Eisen copywriter, Marketing Services. Andrew Dobson, Publishing 



In Memoriam 
In March: Anneke Santbrink 

Mathot, Amsterdam 
In April: Tine Peereboom, 

Amsterdam 

I 

20 Years 

Eileen Cockroft, Amsterd 

Ria Otten Denijn, Amster 

MaryAnn Fosbenner, Spri 

Peter Lof, Amsterdam 

Bob Perry, Springhouse 

Eleanor Sikking-Lynes, A 

Vikram Singh, New York 

Jon Uren, Kidlington 

18 rs~rr 

Flebecca Cotton The Lan 

Astrid Blauwhoff, Amster 

Marijke de Boer-van den 

Amsterdam 

Robin Chard, Kidlington 

Janet Craswell, New York 

Pia Griessen, Amsterdam 

Brenda Hekking, Amsterdam 

Nanning van der Hoop, Amsterdam 

Dave Hunt, Kidlington 

Jewel Manzay, Springhouse 

Alison Newman, Kidlington 

Sandra Oehlers-Engelhart, 

Amsterdam 

Helen Phillips, Kidlington 

Mike Sherlock, Springhouse 

Miwa Yamaguchi, RSO Japan 




